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ABSTRACT
Abstract—Due to its effective and affordable management, cloud-based data storage has recently attracted growing interest from both academia and industry.
Since services are delivered over an open network, it is critical for service providers to adopt secure data storage and sharing mechanisms to protect user
privacy and the confidentiality of data. The most popular technique for preventing the compromise of sensitive data is encryption. The actual necessity for
data management, however, cannot be fully met by merely encrypting data (for instance, using AES). Additionally, a strong access control over download
requests must be taken into account to prevent Economic Denial of Sustainability (EDoS) assaults from being performed to prevent users from using the
service. In this essay.In the context of cloud-based storage, we take into account dual access control in the sense that we create a control mechanism over
both data access and download requests without sacrificing security and effectiveness. This paper presents the design of two dual access control systems, one
for each intended environment. There is also a presentation of the systems' experimental and security analysis. Security Dual Access Control for Data Sharing
and Storage in the Cloud
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1. Introduction
Due to its extensive list of advantages, which includes access freedom and the lack of local data management, in many Internet-based commercial
products (such as Apple iCould). Nowadays, a growing number of people and businesses prefer to outsource their data to faraway clouds in order to avoid
having to upgrade their local data management facilities or devices. However, one of the biggest barriers preventing Internet users from embracing cloudbased storage services generally may be their concern about security breaches involving outsourced data. Outsourced data may need to be subsequently
shared with others in many practical scenarios. Alice, a Dropbox user, might send her friends pictures.Without employing data encryption, Alice must first
create a sharing link and then distribute it to others in order to share the images. The sharing link may be exposed at the Dropbox administration level,
even though it guarantees some level of access restriction over unauthorized users (for example, those who are not Alice's friends) (e.g., administrator
could reach the link).
A simple solution to prevent shared photos from being accessed by system "insiders" is to specify the group of authorized data users before encrypting the
data. However, Alice might not always be aware of who will be receiving or using the photos. Alice might only be aware of attributes related to photo
receivers. Here, conventional public key encryption is used (e.g., Paillier Encryption),That cannot be used since it requires the encryptor to know who the
data recipient is beforehand. It is therefore desirable to provide a policy-based encryption method over the outsourced photographs, such that Alice may
use the mechanism to set access policies over the encrypted photos to ensure that only a select group of authorized people can access the photos.
A frequent exploit known as a resource-exhaustion attack exists in cloud-based storage services. A malicious service user may launch denial-of-service
(DoS) or distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks to consume the resources of the cloud storage service server in order to disrupt the cloud service
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because a (public) cloud may not have any control over download requests (i.e., a service user may send an unlimited number of download requests to the
cloud server).Could not fulfill the service needs of sincere customers. Due to increased resource demand, the "pay-as-you-go" model runs the risk of
upsetting the economy. Users of cloud services will experience a sharp increase in costs as the attacks intensify. This is referred to as an Economic Denial
of Sustainability (EDoS) assault [32, 33], which attacks the financial resources of cloud adopters. Beyond monetary loss, unrestricted downloads itself
could provide network attackers access to encrypted download data, which could result in some potential information leaking (e.g., file size). As a result, it
is also necessary to have an effective control on download requests for external (encrypted) data.

2. LITERATURE SURVEY
By showcasing two effective and safe cloud-based dual access control systems1 in various scenarios, we answer the aforementioned issue in the positive.
We briefly outline the technical road map below with the intention of offering an effective dual access control method. We begin with a CP-ABE system
[36], which is viewed as one of the building blocks, to ensure the confidentiality of outsourced data without sacrificing policy-based access control. On
top of the CP-ABE system, we also apply an efficient control over data consumers' download requests. We come up with a fresh strategy to do away with
the practice of "testing" encrypted text. We specifically enable the creation of download requests by data users. Upon receiving the download request, with
assistance from the enclave or the authority,A cloud server called Intel SGX is able to determine whether a user of the data is permitted to view it. The
cloud server just learns whether the user is authorized; no other information is disclosed. On the basis of the aforementioned process, the cloud keeps
control of the download request. The systems we suggest have the following distinctive characteristics:
(1) Data privacy when it is outsourced. The outsourced data is encrypted in our suggested systems before being uploaded to the cloud. Without authorized
access, nobody can access them.
(2) Data sharing anonymity. Given an outsourced data, a cloud server cannot determine the data owner, guaranteeing the owner's anonymity in data
exchange and storage.
(3) Strict access control for data that has been outsourced and/or encrypted. After the data is uploaded to the cloud, the data owner still maintains access
control over his encrypted data. In particular, a data owner can encrypt the data that was outsourced under a defined access policy so that only a select
number of authorized users who comply with the access policy may access the data.
(4) Command over the resistance to EDoS assaults and anonymous download requests. Any system user may send a download request, but a cloud server
has control over it and can set the request to be anonymous. We claim that our systems are protected against EDoS attacks thanks to the management over
download requests.
(5) Extremely effective. The CP-ABE system is the foundation for our suggested systems [36]. When compared to [36],

3. ARCHITECTURE
Given the security presumption of each of the aforementioned entities, the following are the primary design objectives of our suggested systems:
exchange of anonymous data. The data owner's identity shouldn't be made public. Particularly for recently uploaded files, the cloud is unable to determine
the true identity of the file's owner the secrecy of shared data.
• The data that has been outsourced to the cloud should not be visible to authorized or unauthorized users of the data.
• Requests for anonymous downloads.
• Access control while requesting a download.
• EDoS attacks from malevolent data users; only those with permission are able to get shared data from the cloud control over access to shared data.
• Only those who are authorized can decrypt the shared data. Based on the security design and assumptions

4. METHODOLOGY
To protect the data, we use a hybrid system, which combines the effectiveness of symmetric-key systems with the practicality of public-key systems.
Particularly, the Key/Data Encapsulation Mechanism (KEM/DEM) option is used for both of the proposed dual access control systems [31]. An effective
symmetric-key encryption strategy is used to encrypt the message, as opposed to the ineffective public-key scheme (CP-ABE), which solely employed to
encrypt and decrypt a brief key value.We use the following methods to meet the security criteria of anonymous data sharing, data confidentiality, and
access control on shared data:CP-ABE technique as the fundamental cornerstone. Because of its effectiveness, we specifically present the construction
based on the CP-ABE scheme in [36]. and sophisticated design.
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5.CONCLUSION
We presented the idea of SE-EPOM and defined its security definitions in this work.We then used our unique subset choice method to create an actual SEEPOM scheme in a distributed architecture, and we demonstrated that it satisfies our suggested security requirements. The system also has appealing
characteristics like multi-keyword search support, constant size trapdoor and cipher text, hidingEnabling the multi-writer/multi-reader setting, changing
the search pattern and access pattern while searching. Lastly, the comparison evaluation methods and ours demonstrates that our distributed SEEPOM
scheme beats competing alternatives in terms of total performance. We showed two dual access control systems and addressed an intriguing and pervasive
issue with cloud-based data sharing. The DDoS/EDoS assaults can't take use of the proposed systems
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